Hezbollah, Israel exchange fire in North

IDF moves deep into Gaza City • Names of three more fallen soldiers released
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Blinken to visit Israel to deter two-front war

The US pushed to prevent regional spillover from the Gaza war and to secure an agreement for a humanitarian “pause,” as US Secretary of State Antony Blinken was scheduled on Friday to land in Israel for the second time since the fighting began on October 7. “We are determined to prevent escalation on any of these fronts whether it’s in southern Lebanon, the West Bank, or anywhere else in the region,” he told reporters before leaving the US on Thursday, in a trip that would also deepening the achievement of accomplishments in Gaza, but can it defeat Hamas? • By Yehiel Frankman and Jerusalem Post Staff

As the fourth week of the war against Hamas nears a close, Israel continues to face threats on multiple fronts. Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen. Yehuda Barak on Thursday had said that Israel has made significant steps on the ground in Gaza, “operating in Gaza City for the past few days, striking it from several directions, deepening the entanglement, and we are also deepening the achievements.”

Defense Minister Yoel Gallant added: “We have the capabilities to reach all the underground tunnels and we will do it.” Battles in Gaza continue to take their toll, with names of three more IDF soldiers announced: Lt. (res.) Yehuda Ziv, 29, from Ramat Gan; Lt.-Col. Salman Habaka, 33, from Yanuh-Jatt, a commando in the 3rd Battalion, and Lt. Inspector Yair Nitzov.

To date, 335 soldiers have been killed since October 7, when Hamas launched its massive cross-border massacre against southern Israeli towns. There are 242 hospital beds in Gaza, which were allocated by Hamas, four people have been released and Israel rescued one soldier this week.

Rocket fire continued from Gaza on Thursday, with more than 8,500 rockets being fired from Gaza so far. A house was hit in the coastal area of Israel.

In the North, Israel faced intense attacks from Hezbollah, beginning with a surface-to-surface missile targeting a drone outpost in the northern Golan, and mortar fire at the Galilean as the day went on. Five set off in various northern towns, and a rocket hit a home in Kiryat Shmona.

Two men, 25 and 24 years old, were moderately and lightly wounded by shrapnel, and taken to Ziv Medical Center.
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At War

TERRORISTS kill father of three in West Bank attack

Jerusalem Post Staff

Sgt. Maj. (res.) Elisham Ariel Klein was killed yesterday in a drive-by shooting attack by terrorists in which his car was targeted. Klein, 29, a father of three children, was married with three children.

One year ago, Klein received an accommodation for killing a terrorist during an attack. While driving, he noticed a man throw a brick at a vehicle and Klein killed the terrorist. According to Ynet, he said at the time of the arrest ceremony: “I felt that I acted correctly the time of the award ceremony.”

IDF moves deep into Gaza City

Lt.-Col. Salman Habaka, 33, who had been determined only to return to his native and two-year-old son when safety was restored to southern Israel, was killed Thursday in northern Gaza.

“We will stay here as long as we are needed,” he told The Jerusalem Post, in a telephone interview from the southern border during the first week of the war.

“We will not leave here until we have ensured that the security of the communities here and all the security of the state is preserved.”

Fallen Druze officer called for unity

In final interview, Lt.-Col. Salman Habaka, 33, had told Post about war’s mission

“The parents and brother of Sgt. Lior Siminovich, 19, who was killed in a ground operation in the West Bank, was abducted from his home in Kiryat Shmona.

Two men, 25 and 24 years old, were moderately and lightly wounded by shrapnel, and taken to Ziv Medical Center.
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